
Since its foundation in 1987, Veteran has produced over 40 albums of traditional music 
from England, Ireland and Scotland. Most of these were originally released as audio 
cassettes but have now being re-issued on CD or as digital downloads, either as entire 
albums or as compilations such as this one.
      This anthology celebrates some of the finest ‘field’ recordings from the Veteran 
catalogue, focusing on the songs of the English West Country.
      It is a slice of the region’s traditional life, with songs from a singer who lived all his 
life near to the barren slopes of Dartmoor in Devon who followed a long family tradition 
of making music, and a farmer who enjoyed the pastoral pleasures of rural Somerset 
and entertained the community with his local ditties for many years. Then there are two 
singers who carried on the strong pub singing tradition on the rugged north Cornwall 
coast, one a landsman who had a way with a comic song and the other, one of the last 
old style fishermen working out of the Camel estuary.

These recordings embody the spirit of West Country life with singers from Somerset, 
Devon and Cornwall. There are of course songs about the two famous fairs at 
Widdecombe and Tavistock but there are also rarer songs which tell of the problems of 
courtship, praise rural life or even warn of the perils of eating kippers!

Bob Cann is probably better known as one of the great English melodeon players (see 
VT138CD) who has now passed on his family tradition to his grandson Mark Bazeley 
(see VT139CD), but Bob was also known as a singer particularly of local songs from his 
beloved Dartmoor. 

George Withers continued singing right up to his death in 2009 and was much in 
demand in his locality. His repertoire reflects the sort of songs Cecil Sharp noted down 
in rural Somerset one hundred years a hundred years before. George can also be heard 
on VTC4CD & VTC5CD.

The harbour town of Padstow in North Cornwall has for years been renowned for it's 
pub singing and Tommy Morrissey and Charlie Pitman were well known characters in 
the area. Here they are recorded with a gathering of family and friends giving us both 
serious and comic songs but all with an eye on entertainment. They can also be heard 
on VTC1CD & VTC5CD. 

Old Uncle Tom Cobleigh and all

Folk songs sung in the West Country
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